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1. ADRC involvement with UN SPIDER
2. Tentative joint activities of interest 2017
3. How ADRC can benefit mutually and to the other countries
Changes in the number of Charter Escalation 2010-2017 / ADRC Involvement with UN-SPIDER

2010-2017: Jan-Sept

2010: 32 activations, 4 charter escalations
2011: 30 activations, 4 charter escalations
2012: 19 activations, 2 charter escalations
2013: 18 activations, 6 charter escalations
2014: 18 activations, 7 charter escalations
2015: 24 activations, 2 charter escalations
2016: 30 activations, 10 charter escalations
2017: 17 activations, 6 charter escalations
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Sentinel Asia Constellation contributing to Emergency Observation
How can ADRC benefit mutually and to other countries?

Cooperation of UN-SPIDER and APRSAF

Synergy of Human Resource Development and Actual Observation

Involvement of More Satellite for Emergency Observation

GISTDA data 2017/08/14

Map of ArcGIS

Explored area: "area of interest".

Moo has collapsed and the water ran out.
Thank you for your attention
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